INTRODUCTION

T
HE initial version of X.25
[ l ] approved in 1976 provided the basic Virtual Circuit services described by Rybczynski [2] . The Permanent Virtual Circuit (PVC) service provides a futed end-to-end connection analogous to a pointto-point leased circuit. The Virtual Call (VC) service ("Switched Virtual Circuit") provides for establishment of switched connections to destination subscribers. In PVC service, data packets can only be transfered between the two end subscribers, while in VC service, Call Establishment and Clearing procedures are necessary to provide and release a connection. PVC service is efficient when there are large volumes of data to be exchanged between two points. VC service is efficient for ex- Manuscript received December 28, 1979 . The author is with National Communications System, Washington, DC 20305. change of data packets sequences periodically with a variety of other subscribers.
While VC and PVC services can effectively satisfy a large number of data communication applications, there are other applications requiring a higher degree of efficiency and flexibility. Where short units of data need to be exchanged frequently with a large number of other subscribers, the overhead of VC call establishment becomes significant compared to the amount of data being transferred. Such applications which use short enquiryiresponse messages include point-of-sale, electronic funds transfer, credit checking, meter reading, reservation systems, directory searches, and inventory control. Additionally, process control systems need an effective means to handle sporadic movement of short units of data in such applications as position and sensor data, alarms, and telemetry. To satisfy these transaction and short one-way message applications, two additional capabilities are being added to the next version of X.25 due to be approved by CCITT in Autumn of 1980. One enhancement is an extension to the VC service called the Fast Select (FS) facility. This allows conveyance of up to 128 octets of data within the Call Establishment and Clearing packets. The other enhancement is the provision of Datagram (DG) service for the transport of independent "message" type of packets without the necessity of preestablishment of a connection. These new features to X.25 are complementary to the VC and PVC services and significantly U.S. Government work not protected by U.S. copyright. enrich the capability of X.25 to satisfy the broadest range of applications using packet-switching technology.
DATAGRAM SERVICE
The Datagram mode of operation for packet-switching networks has long been the subject of extensive debate, particularly in the academic and research world. Pouzin 2 ) A datagram is delivered in such a way that the receiver can determine the boundaries (i.e., beginning and end) of the datagram as it was entered by the source DTE. The simplest way to achieve this is to deliver the datagram intact as one unit to its destination, but other methods are not ruled out.
3) A datagram is delivered with high probability to the desired destination, but it may possibly be lost.
4) The sequence in which datagrams are entered into a network by a source DTE is not necessarily preserved upon delivery at a destination DTE. 5 ) If a datagram cannot be delivered to the destination or is detectably lost, the network will attempt to advise the source DTE through provision of a "nondelivery notice" which indicates, to the best of the network's knowledge, why the datagram could not be delivered. To distinguish among datagrams for the purpose of providing error indications, the network will employ a datagram indentifier supplied by the source DTE in each datagram. Uniqueness of this identifier, if desired, is the responsibility of the source DTE in each datagram. Uniqueness of this identifier, if desired, is the responsibility of the source DTE and is not necessarily guaranteed."
The United States paper did not continue the arguments of Datagram versus Virtual Call [4] , but instead conveyed the realization that Datagram service is a complement t o virtual call service. In combination, therefore, a greatly extended range of user applications can be effectively satisfied through a single X.25 protocol supporting both services.
With this philisophy in mind, the ANSI task group developed the extensions to X.25 incorporating datagrams. In maintaining the essential commonality with Virtual Call service, the same architecture was followed using multiple logical channels at the packet level. As shown in Fig. 1 , the physical level and the link leve1,are common to both Datagram and Virtual Call services. At the packet level, Datagrams are sent over designated logical channels where Virtual Calls and Datagrams cannot be intermixed within any logical channel.
The format used for a Datagram packet (Fig. 2) has been carefully designed to enable two different implementations. The first, considered the most practical, is as a self-contained independent service distributed among all the network modes. The second builds a datagram out of a data packet on a permanent virtual circuit to a centralized datagram function within a network. Fig. 2 shows that the first two octets are common with all packets in an X.25 interface. The third octet is common with a data packet providing the sequence numbers P(S)/P(R) for logical channel sequencing and flow control. The P(R) acknowledgment is always returned from the immediate adjacent network mode, since the notion of an end-to-end virtual channel does not apply within the definition of datagrams at the network layer.
The address and the facility fields of the Datagram packet are identical to those of a Virtual Call, Call Request packet. These provide the information for the network to route the Datagram to its destination and indicate any particular service feature needed. The remainder of the Datagram packet is for the user data field which has a standard maximum length of 128 octets. There are no other optional maximum sizes. This is specifically to avoid the extreme complexity of handling fragmented and combined datagrams.
The first two octets of the User Data field are reserved for a Datagram Identification (DGID) which can be used to uniquely identify the packet associated with the destination address. As discussed later, these two octets will be returned to the source within Datagram Service Signal packets from the network. Use of the DGID is not mandatory, but is for the convenience of the user. When the DGID is used, only 126 octets remain available in the User Data field.
The other packet that is unique to Datagram service is the Datagram Service Signal packet shown in Fig. 3 . A Datagram Service Signal-Specific is generated by the network relative to a specific datagram issued by a DTE. A datagram Service Signal-General is generated by the network relative to the overall Datagram operation of the DTE or network.
There are three classes for the Datagram Service SignalSpecific packet. The first is "Datagram Rejected," indicating that a datagram has been discarded by the network for some error or inconsistancy in the issued datagram. Such causes include local procedure error, invalid facility request, access barred, not obtainable, etc.
Another class is "Nondelivery Indication" when a datagram has been discarded by the network. This is an optional feature which is provided either by subscription for all datagrams sent or by facility request on a per-datagram basis. The last class of service-specific signal provides "Delivery Confirmation" which is also optional either by subscription or by facility request per-packet.
The Datagram Service Signal-General is sent when there is some problem associated with the Datagram service. It can be used to indicate network congestion and to request a DTE to stop sending datagrams in general or to certian parts of the network. This enables the network to exercise a degree of control over being flooded with datagrams under overload conditions. The first three octets of a Datagram Service Signal packet (Fig. 3) are the same as for a Datagram packet. The address field is also the same format, except that the source address is either the network, in the case of general signals, or the original destination from the related Datagram packet. The Datagram Identification contains the first two octets of the User Data field of the related Datagram packet to uniquely identify the associated datagram. The User field contains the reason for the service signal, and the Diagnostic Code provides a further explanation. The Network Information field has a maximum length of 16 octets and provides detail to help identify the problem, e.g., for a diagnostic of "Invalid Address," the address field of the related Datagram would be provided in the Network Information field.
A number of additional packets are also applicable for Datagram service. These are all common to the other X.25 Diagnostic packets discussed by Rybcynzski [2] . Since Datagrams utilize logical channels in a similar way to the other services, the logical channel related functions are identical.
For incoming Datagrams, the network maintains a queue for each Datagram logical channel. When the queue becomes full, additional arriving datagrams or Datagram Service Signals are discarded. The maximum length of the queue is for agreement with the specific network. Datagram Service Signals have priority over incoming datagrams, and are therefore inserted at the beginning of the queue. This may lead to discarding the last Datagram of the queue if the maximum length has been exceeded.
It is normally considered that only one logical channel is necessary for Datagram service because each Datagram is considered a totally independent entity and the notion of end-toend connection does not exist at this level. If there is a need, however, for additional levels of precedence associated with datagrams, multiple channels can then be effectively used, one for each level. Flow control procedure can thus be metered according to the associated precedence. Additionally, it may be desirable to receive Datagram Service Signals expiditiously on a separate logical channel to facilitate closer control'on the overall Datagram operation.
The Datagram extension to X.25 does not provide the simplistic interface envisioned for some theoretical and some experimental networks where only a basic Datagram, transport is provided with the operational functionality contained in the upper layers of the architecture. X.25 Datagrams represent-a pragmatic solution to the problem of providing commercially viable public data network services economically to certain users. A single host computer interface can now communicate most efficiently with the broadest range of user applications in a common compatible way. Further work has been initiated in ANSI and CCITT to consider a simplified datagram-only interface for less intelligent terminals in the field to either communicate with an X.25 host or communicate among themselves via an X.25 network. Until this work progresses further, a determination cannot be made as to the efficacy of the additional datagram protocol. FAST SELECT FACILITY As the United States was attempting to convince the CCITT to proceed with the inclusion of Datagram service in X.25, Japan proposed a variation of Virtual Call Service to serve transaction-oriented applications. Known as the Fast Select facility, this variation provides for the exchange of up to 128 octets of data during the Call Establishment and clearing procedures for Virtual Call service. Fast Select effectively extends the capability of Virtual Call service to satisfy more transaction-oriented applications where at least one inquiry and one response is needed for a communication. On the other hand, Fast Select does not as efficiently satisfy applications where there may be delays in the response or where there is a requirement for originating a large number of packets each for different destinations. Support for Fast Select, however, finally grew so strong that it was agreed to provide it along with Datagram service in X.25.
When the Fast Select facility is activated for a Virtual Call, the Call Request packet contains a Facility Request, indicating Fast Select with one of two possible parameters. The parameters indicate whether there is a restriction on the response allowed to the Incoming Call at the destination.
The Fast Select call without restriction to response processes the Call Request packet and delivers the maximum 128 octet Call User Data field to the destination in the Incoming Call packet. The destination then responds with either a Call Accepted packet or a Clear Request Packet containing up to 128 octets of user data. If a Call Accepted packet is sent (Fig.  4) , the maximum 128 octets of data are delivered to the call originator in a Call Connected packet. Subsequent packets during the remainder of the call are processed as defined for normal Virtual Call service.
When a Clear Request with a maximum of 128 octets of data is issued by the destination, the data are delivered to the call originator in a Clear Indication packet. Thus, a two-way transaction is completed, terminating the call. With the second parameter value in the Facility Request, the response to the incoming Fast Select call can be restricted to a Clear Request as shown in Fig. 5 . This allows the network to process the Fast Select call more efficiently, leaving the originator knowing exactly the type of response to expect. This variation could be related to the same service as provided by a Datagram in each direction with about the same efficiency and overhead. There 
CONCLUSION
Datagram and Fast Select provide significant enhancement to the X.25 operation. Since both capabilities areoptima1,not all networks will have either or both available. Only Virtual Call and Permanent Virtual Circuit services are mandatory in public packet-switched networks. Finally time and the marketplace will tell the amount of acceptance they will receive in the real world of applications by the users.
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